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“Jean supplied the energy to create the freedom and was ruler 
over the chaos. When the energy was released, everything that 

happened was related to some of Jean’s decisions.” [1]
“Special-purpose high-level languages and associated 

compilers provide rapid, flexible development and modification of 
the repertoire of service functions and of their control 

procedures.” [2]
Both these quotes describe the same process of providing 

directives to a machine by their creator. Assuming a god-like role, 
they remain in complete control of the consequences. However, 
that outcome needn’t serve any greater purpose (or rather, one 

that is functional), just that which was intended.

CONTROL

Raúl Pina Vicente. Man Creates Machine, 
Lisbon, 2016

 “ We are trying to (...) continually develop and alter to 
represent the current state of our evolving goals (...).” [2]

“It forces us out of the inherited image and into contact 
with ever-changing reality.” [1]

This is evidence of a disruption in our perception of time 
by way of technology. This is aptly reflected by Tanguely’s 

self-destructing machines. 

NON-STATIONA/ERY

Etienne-Jules Marey. Chronophotograph, 1894

FUNCTION VS
PURPOSE

Mauricio Alejo. The Useless 
Machine, New York, 2016

Both types of machines described 
are subject to control based on intent. 
However, they di�er in what the 
essence of that intent is. Engelbart 
and his team aim to create a system 
with a function: create and share 
useful tools; whereby Tanguely’s 
machines have no function, only 
purpose: to mock the prevalent notion 
of building for utility alone.

“In the same way as a 
scientific experiment can 
never fail, this 
experiment in art could 
never fail.” [1]

Both E.A.T. and 
(P)ARC were producing 
groundbreaking work 
that dared question the 
status quo.

Jean Tinguely. Fragment from 
Homage to New York, New York, 
1960

PARC. Lead engineer Bill English using NLS, Menlo Park, 
1968

"The combination of 
computing and communication, as 
we know it now and can expect it 
to evolve in the decades ahead, 
will vastly expand human creative 
capacity." [5]

MIT 
MEDIA-LAB

MIT Media Lab. Duet With 
Reflections, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 2013

“We must be the creative masters of 
changing reality” [1] and “Performance is 
the catalyst.” [4]

It is through performance that one can 
abandon staticity. The machine allows for 
interactivity, which renders fluidity. Thus, 
any creation can surpass its contextual 
crystalization, by gaining the ability to be 
shared and interpreted. 

ACCESSION  BY
PERFORMANCE

The Inheritance. DNA, Beijing, 2015

As E.A.T. was born, its goals were to “Maintain a 
constructive climate for the recognition of the new 

technology and the arts by a civilised collaboration between 
groups unrealistically developing in isolation” [3] They were 
pioneers in the exploration of the a man+machine potential.

On the other hand, “Engelbart envisioned users creating 
tools, sharing tools, and altering the tools of others.” [2] This, 

in turn, highlights the enhanced cooperation between man 
via the machine, and, also, between machine via man.

COLLABORATION

Jessica Kourkounis. Tod Machover 
records a cheesesteak sizzling on 

the grill, Philadelphia, 2018

“ Be yourself by growing above yourself” [6]
“Though the primary research goal is to develop 

principles of analysis and design so as to understand how to 
augment human capability, choosing the researchers 

themselves as subjects yields as valuable secondary benefit 
to a system tailored to help develop complex comput-

er-based systems.” [2]
The machine thus emerges as an actor to help ground us 

to our own biological conditioning, while, simultaneously, 
surpassing it. Just like in Systems Biology, the cybernetic 

system can incorporate that which is new and not only 
adapt but thrive because of it.

AUGMENTATION 
THROUGH 

CO-EVOLUTION

Michael B. Elowitz and 
Stanislas Leibler. The 

Repressilator Network [7] 
(edited), 2000
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The veil is lifted and 
the potential for 

true collaboration 
unlocked. The cre-

ative process is now 
bared, and grants 

access to itself.
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ANA HENRIQUES

anahenriques
Sticky Note
This is but a fragment of the original piece. Briefly after its inauguration, the machine commits mechanical suicide amidst smoke and flame, scored by a cacophony of sounds. Ironically, the machine that was built to destroy itself fails to do so as its death is interrupted by the fire department. Tanguely finished it off with an axe himself.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Doug Engelbart is credited with inventing the mouse, which he introduced in what came to be known as the Mother of All Demos.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Used here as both the introduction of new and experimental ideas and as an allusion to the cultural movement. The term "avant-garde" refers to something futuristic, whose anachronistic nature defies time itself.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
E.A.T. stands for Experiments in Art and Technology. This was an organization established to foster collaboration between artists and engineers. 
ARC refers to the Augmentation Research Center, whose successor was PARC, known as the Palo Alto Research Center.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
There some wordplay here. Stationary is the absence of movement, while stationery refers to analogical material for writing or typing. Such technology has long been wildly surpassed by new media.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Time becomes more fluid with these new media interfaces. There are great benefits to this (such as allowing for a wider reach in connectivity - e.g. via international conference calls). But, as always, there is also significant detriment, as one can grow lost in a trance-like state, given the phenomena of simultaneity and instantaneity provided by new media.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
The very design of these works serves as a medium through which audiences can actively, even if unwittingly, participate in a new experience of time. With significant technological advances, society become increasingly agitated. In this context, Jean Tinguely's machines remind me both of the ephemeral nature of life and the need for pause. As Walter Benjamin put it: "Art demands concentration from the spectator" [8].

anahenriques
Sticky Note
A photography technique developed in the later 19th century, which preceded the invention of film. Its creator, Etienne-Jules Marey used it to study movement by being able to capture multiple moments in a single instance.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
This relationship illustrates a co-evolutionary practice, which harkens back to Wiener's parallels between biology and technology, which provide the basis for cybernetics.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
This is also a project birthed in the MIT Media-Lab. It proposes a crowd-sourced  symphonic composition, comprised of various sounds recorded throughout each city. Appropriately, this project started in Philadelphia, which is, essentially, the birthplace of democracy - a "crowd-sourced" form of government.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
One can read "performace" in its artistic context or as the process of performing a given task or function. Each is an act of transcendence. 
In addition, I specifically used the word "accession" for its religious undertones, in similitude with the theme of quasi-divine control.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
This is a mesmerizing performance created out of a New Media collective in Beijing. It is quite a beautiful spectacle about the composer's childhood memories, which, suitably, fits well with the theme of subverting the viewer's experience of time.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Doug Engelbart is credited with introducing the term "Co-evolution" as applied in a cybernetic context.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
This is allowed as a consequence of collaboration allied to performance. 

anahenriques
Sticky Note
"The Repressilator is a synthetic genetic circuit that causes individual cells to oscillate in their expression of a fluorescent protein gene. The circuit consists of a 'rock-scissors-paper' negative feedback loop composed of three repressor genes." [7]
In short, we have overcome the notion of organism. After Robert Weiner's work on cybernetics, the term cyborg entered our collective imaginarium, propped-up by science fiction. However, if we consider its definition as an organism that has restored function or enhanced abilities due to the integration of some kind of technology that relies on some sort of feedback, then we realize we have, in fact, already created and integrated cyborgs in our co-evolutionary pool!

anahenriques
Sticky Note
The MIT Media-Lab is a perfect example of the alliance between artist and engineer. I would say it is E.A.T.'s natural successor, even having the same motto: "demo or die".

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Everything being developed in the MIT Media-Lab is, frankly, amazing. I chose this particular example to represent it because I found its transcendent nature to be beautiful and quite appropriate. This project makes it possible to enjoy duets on a player piano across time and space, subverting these notions, as only new media can.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
The Ultimate Machine, or, as we now recognize it, the Useless Machine, was an idea first put forth by Claude Shannon, considered to be the father of Information Theory.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
Let us reflect upon the myth of Zeus and Chronos. If we consider Zeus to represent the machine and his father Chronos man, we might have a sensible metaphor to serve us as a warning. Both shared so many similarities (after all, one came form the other) yet were also fundamentally different. Chronos tried to kill Zeus but he managed to evade him. Later, Zeus resurged to defeat his father and claim his throne, their battle culminating with the former cutting up the latter with his own weapon. Let us hope we do not share the same fate.

anahenriques
Sticky Note
In his manifesto on Static, Tanguely states that the only constant is the passage of time - movement. Hence, this is immutable and therefore static.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MqsWqBX4wQ
https://vimeo.com/66217432
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIehsaH_rYk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wY7PDWSzwsY

